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Abstract Drilling of the femoral tunnel with the transtibial
(TT) technique is widely used in bone-patellar tendon-bone
(BPTB) anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.
Recent studies suggest higher knee stability with the use of
the anteromedial portal (AMP). The purpose of this study
was to compare functional and clinical outcomes of BPTB
ACL reconstruction using the TT or the AMP technique for
drilling the femoral tunnel. All ACL reconstructions between
January 2003 and April 2006 were approached for eligibility.
Forty-seven patients met inclusion criteria (21 TT group and
26 AMP group). Blinded assessments of IKDC score, knee
stability and range of motion, one-leg hop test, midquadriceps circumference, VAS for satisfaction with surgery,
Lysholm and Tegner scores, and SF-12 questionnaire were

obtained for both groups. Data on preoperative and
postoperative surgical timing were retrospectively reviewed
through the charts. The AMP group demonstrated a
significantly lower recovery time from surgery to walking
without crutches (p<0.01), to return to normal life (p<0.03),
to return jogging (p<0.03), to return training (p<0.03), and
to return to play (p<0.03). Knee stability values measured
with KT-1000, Lachman test, pivot-shift sign, and objective
IKDC score assessments were significantly better for the
AMP compared to TT group (p<0.002, p<0.03, p<0.02, p<
0.015, respectively). No differences were found for VAS for
satisfaction with surgery, Lysholm, Tegner, and SF-12
between both groups. The use of the AMP technique
significantly improved the anterior-posterior and rotational
knee stability, IKDC scores, and recovery time from surgery
compared to the TT technique.

Level of evidence: Level III (cross-sectional comparative study).
Eduard Alentorn-Geli and Gonzalo Samitier contributed equally to
this work.
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The autograft or allograft arthroscopic single-bundle (SB) is
the “gold standard” technique for anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) reconstruction [15]. Initially, the most popular
femoral drilling method was the two-incision technique,
where the femoral tunnel is created outside-in [5]. The
transtibial (TT) technique was the subsequent method of
choice for the femoral tunnel placement [23]. Although there
is no definitive evidence to support a clear benefit of the oneincision over the two-incision technique [17], the TT drilling
method was adopted to obviate the necessity for the lateral
incision and to, potentially, reduce operative time and surgical
morbidity. Moreover, good clinical outcomes were reported
with the TT technique [55]. However, recently it has been
postulated that the SB TT ACL reconstruction places the
graft in a non-anatomical femoral insertion site [3, 11, 18,
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21, 27, 35, 41, 46]. Given that the most common cause of
ACL reconstruction failure has been the non-anatomical
femoral tunnel placement [32, 33, 46, 54], the double-bundle
(anatomical) ACL reconstruction emerged in the surgical
scenario as a potential solution for non-anatomical reconstructions. It was suggested that the double-bundle technique
would better restore knee stability than other procedures [40,
56]. However, it has not been convincingly demonstrated that
the anatomical ACL reconstruction is better than the SB
technique [39]. Moreover, it remains unclear whether the
theoretical advantages of the double-bundle reconstruction
compensates for the higher complexity of this surgical
procedure [39]. The use of the anteromedial portal (AMP)
for drilling the femoral tunnel in the SB technique was
suggested as a method to place the graft in an anatomical
position and improve rotational stability, without increased
complexity [3, 8, 10, 16, 25, 35, 46, 49]. With the TT
technique, the position of the femoral tunnel is dictated by
the tibial tunnel, whereas the AMP technique provides the
surgeon with a greater freedom to place the graft in the
anatomical position [8, 25]. Conversely, other authors have
demonstrated that a relatively independent femoral tunnel
placement is possible with TT drilling of the femoral tunnel
[18, 44].
The purpose of this study was to compare the outcomes
of arthroscopic SB autologous bone-patellar tendon-bone
(BPTB) ACL reconstruction using the TT or the AMP
technique for drilling the femoral tunnel in a homogeneous
sample of soccer players. It was postulated that the SB
AMP technique would produce better outcomes than the
SB TT technique.

Patients and methods
Study design
An observational cross-sectional study was designed to
compare the outcomes of arthroscopic ACL reconstruction
using TT or AMP techniques in active soccer players. The
medical records of all patients undergoing operation
between January 2003 and April 2006 were reviewed, and
eligible patients were appointed for a single follow-up visit
in which objective and subjective clinical and functional
outcomes were assessed (Fig. 1). Other preoperative and
postoperative data were retrospectively collected from the
patient’s medical history. The physician performing all
assessments was blinded as to the surgical technique.
Patients
As previously mentioned, consecutive active soccer players
who underwent unilateral ACL reconstruction between
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January 2003 and April 2006 were eligible. All operations
were performed by the senior surgeon (R.C.) at a single
institution and differed only in the drilling technique of the
femoral tunnel. The SB AMP technique was adopted from
September 2004, whereas all ACL operations before this date
were performed using the SB TT technique. A four-month
period between September and December 2004 were excluded from the study in order to avoid the learning curve effect.
Inclusion criteria were as follows: active male soccer
players, age between 16 and 35 years old, isolated primary
ACL injury treated operatively through an arthroscopic ACL
reconstruction with BPTB autograft, a two- to five-year
follow-up, and healthy contralateral knee. The strict inclusion
criteria were rigorously applied to minimise potential confounding factors and to compare a highly homogeneous
sample.
The study protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Board and written informed consent was obtained
from all participants.
Surgical technique
The SB TT technique we performed before September 2004
was previously reported in detail [22]. Although we were
satisfied with our clinical results, the concerns regarding a
non-anatomical femoral tunnel placement lead us switch to
the SB AMP technique [8, 10, 25].
A standard one-incision arthroscopic ACL reconstruction procedure with autologous BPTB graft and interference
screws was routinely used in both procedures [57]. For the
SB TT technique, the knee was flexed to 90º and a tibial
guide frame was distally placed medial and proximal to the
tibial tuberosity in a tibial angle of 20º in the frontal plane. In
the sagittal plane, the tibial angle was set at 50º. A guide pin
was introduced through the tibia and was considered
correctly placed when its exit point was continuous with a
line marking the posterior edge of the lateral meniscus and
the medial tibial spine. The guide pin was over-drilled by
9 mm using a cannulated reamer. A standard aiming
instrument with a 7-mm offset was placed through the tibial
tunnel at a desirable position and a guide pin was advanced
into the femoral ACL footprint under arthroscopic view. An
8- or 9-mm cannulated reamer was introduced transtibially
and the femoral tunnel was created to a depth of 30 mm.
The SB AMP technique places the posterior tibial
landmark to a more anterior and medial location in
comparison to that of the SB TT technique. The ideal tibial
tunnel exit position should be in the posteromedial portion
of the ACL footprint [12]. The tibial tunnel should be
inclined posteriorly towards the Blumensaat’s line on full
extension to prevent graft-notch impingement [2, 24, 28–
30, 43, 51]. The ACL tibial guide is set to an angle of 55°
and placed medial to the centre of the remaining tibial stump
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Fig. 1 Study design. *Indicates
non significant differences between groups (p>0.05). ACL
anterior cruciate ligament, TT
transtibial drilling technique,
AMP anteromedial portal drilling technique, BMI body mass
index, ROM range of motion,
IKDC International Knee Documentation Committee, SF-12
short form-12, VAS visual analogue scale

of the native ACL through an accessory central portal just
medial to the patellar tendon. The guide wire is then passed
and the tibial tunnel is created with a cannulated drill.
The femoral tunnel is positioned with the 7- or 8-mm “over
the top” femoral guide and a guide wire with eyelet is passed
through an accessory AMP created 1.5 cm medial to the
patellar tendon using the central incision. It is important to
keep a security distance from the cartilage of the medial
femoral condyle once the drill passes through this portal. The
knee is then hyperflexed at least 110º before drilling the lateral
femoral condyle. The centre of the tunnel is marked depending on the graft size (normally 8–9 mm diameter and 25-mm
depth), and a remaining posterior wall of 2–3 mm is
recommended. This femoral insertion site represents a SB
anatomical position between the anatomical AM and PL
tunnel positions at the 2 o’clock position on a left knee and the
10 o’clock position on a right knee. After the graft is placed in
the tibial and femoral tunnels, isometry and graft impingement
is tested, graft tension is checked with the hook, and manual
tension is applied to the graft at 30–90º of knee flexion.

also included in the IKDC, was the anterior-posterior knee
laxity, which was measured with a KT-1000 arthrometer
(Medmetric, San Diego, CA, USA) at 25º of knee flexion. The
maximum manual and 133 N load displacements were
measured in both knees. The secondary clinical outcome
measures included a manual Lachman test and the pivot-shift
sign. Other data from physical examination included side-toside mid-quadriceps circumference differences expressed in
millimeters. Functional outcomes and symptoms were
assessed using the Lysholm knee score and the Tegner activity
level. Patient’s satisfaction was assessed through a visual
analogue scale (VAS) asking for general satisfaction with
surgery graded also on a 0 (completely unsatisfied) to 10
(completely satisfied) scale. Finally, estimates of quality of life
were reported using the short form-12 (SF-12) health survey
[53]. All questionnaires were administered to all patients by
the same blinded investigator to ensure standard instructions
and thus minimise potential confounding variables.

Follow-up evaluation

Descriptive statistics were used to summarise the characteristics of both groups. An unpaired t-test was used to compare
both groups with respect to demographic characteristics, and
subjective (VAS for satisfaction with surgery, SF-12, and
Lysholm and Tegner scores) and objective (KT-1000
measurements, mid-quadriceps circumference, one-leg hop,

All patients were evaluated two to five years after the surgical
procedure. Clinical examination was performed according to
the objective International Knee Documentation Committee
(IKDC) evaluation form [26]. The primary clinical outcome,

Statistical analysis
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and ROM) outcomes. A Mann-Whitney U-test was
employed to compare preoperative and postoperative surgical timing between groups. Categorical variables were
compared using a Chi-square test (Lachman and Pivot
shift-sign tests) or a Fisher’s exact test (level of current
physical activity, currently playing soccer, and the IKDC
score) between both groups. For all statistical tests, the alpha
level was set at 0.05. Statistical analyses were performed
with SPSS v.15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
The medical records of 379 patients were reviewed. Fortythree patients were excluded from this study to avoid the
potential effect of the learning curve. Out of 336 patients
approached for eligibility, 47 met inclusion criteria (13.99%).
Reasons for exclusion included: females (11.61%), other
than BPTB autograft employed (1.49%), associated meniscal
injuries (49.69%), past history of contralateral ACL repair
(4.76%), other ligamentous injuries to contralateral knee
(2.98%), revision surgery (8.33%), graft rupture (1.19%),
work schedule incompatibility (5.95%), and unanswered
calls (4.76%). An unpaired t-tests demonstrated no significant differences in demographic data between both groups
(Fig. 1). The four graft rupture cases (1.19%) were produced
during soccer games through a contact mechanism. Of all 28
cases of revision surgery (8.33%), 24 were performed on
patients not operated upon by the senior surgeon. Of all 336
patients, the rate of isolated unilateral ACL tear was 43%
(143 out of 336).
Table 1 summarises data on preoperative and postoperative timing, and Tables 2 and 3 summarise data on subjective
and objective measurements, respectively. We found a
significant reduction in recovery time from surgery (Table 1),
but no differences on subjective functional questionnaires
(Table 2). Statistical analysis also revealed a significantly
reduced anterior-posterior knee laxity at the maximum
manual force assessed with the KT-1000 arthrometer in
the AMP compared to the TT group (p<0.002). Objective
IKDC score, Lachman test, and pivot-shift sign assess-

Table 1 Preoperative and postoperative surgical timing
TT transtibial drilling technique,
AMP anteromedial portal drilling
technique
Values for TT and AMP are given
in months; median (percentile25–
percentile75)
a

Time to return to work and
undertaking daily life activities

ments were significantly better for the AMP compared to
TT group (p<0.009, p<0.03, p<0.02, respectively). Ten
out of all 16 patients not currently playing soccer (Table 2)
were able to play a game, but they reported not enough
time during daily life.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare the functional
and clinical outcomes of arthroscopic SB autologous BPTB
ACL reconstruction using the TT or AMP techniques for
drilling the femoral tunnel in a homogeneous sample of
soccer players. Several authors have discussed the use of
the TT versus the AMP techniques for ACL reconstruction
[6, 8, 10, 16, 21, 25, 27, 36, 41], but it remains unclear
which one provides better results. To our knowledge, this
is the first study “in vivo” comparing clinical and
functional outcomes with the use of the TT or the
AMP method for drilling the femoral tunnel in the SB
autologous BPTB ACL reconstruction. The principal
findings of this investigation were that the use of the
AMP technique significantly improved the anteriorposterior and rotational knee stability, and overall IKDC
scores compared to the TT technique. Also, a significant
reduction in the recovery time from surgery was found
for the AMP technique, whereas no differences were
demonstrated for VAS, SF-12, Lysholm, and Tegner
scores. Values for KT-1000-measured knee laxity, Lachman and Pivot shift sign tests, and Lysholm and IKDC
scores at two- to five-year follow-up in the AMP group
were similar than those reported by other authors using
the AMP as well [1, 7, 42, 45, 47, 52].
There may be several limitations to this study. First, the
SB TT group had a longer follow-up compared to the SB
AMP group. However, we are confident on the limited
impact of these differences on the outcome comparisons,
since the minimum two-year follow-up period established
in this study is considered enough time to return to normal
life and sports [9, 14]. In addition, longer follow-ups do not
necessarily imply worse results if we take into account the

Parameter measured

TT

AMP

p-value

Time
Time
Time
Time
Time
Time
Time

2 (2–3.75)
10 (7.5–13.5)
2 (1.12–2)
3 (2–3.5)
5 (3–5)
7 (5.75–8)
8 (9–11.5)

3 (2–6)
8.5 (7–12)
1.5 (1–1.5)
2 (1.5–3)
3.5 (2.5–4)
6 (5–7)
7 (7–8.75)

0.19
0.37
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.01

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

injury to surgery
surgery to discharge from hospitalisation
surgery to walk without crutches
surgery to return to normal lifea
surgery to return jogging
surgery to return training
surgery to return to play
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Table 2 Subjective assessment
in both groups

TT transtibial drilling technique,
AMP anteromedial portal drilling
technique, VAS visual analogue
scale
a

Values are number of patients
with percentage of total patients
reviewed in parentheses

b

Values are mean with standard
deviation (SD) in parentheses

Parameter assessed
Level of current physical activitya
Vigorous
Moderate
Light
Sedentary
Currently playing soccera
Competitive soccer
Recreational soccer
Not playing
VAS for satisfaction with surgeryb
Short Form-12b
Lysholmb
Tegnerb

existing literature for TT technique [1, 4, 20, 38].
Moreover, the same rehabilitation instructions were given
to all patients and physical therapists. Nonetheless, we
think that the “level of current physical activity” (Table 2),
and “currently playing soccer” (Table 2) items might
possibly be affected by this limitation. Second, the strict
inclusion criteria may decrease external validity and
Table 3 Physical examination
in both groups
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a
Values expressed as operatedhealthy knee differences
b

Values expressed as healthyoperated knee differences
c
Graded as number of patients
with no differences (0), mild differences (1+), moderate differences (2+), or severe differences (3+)
between knees

5
4
7
5

10 (21.2)
9 (19.1)
7 (14.9)
0 (0)

p-value

(10.6)
(8.5)
(14.9)
(10.6)

0.007
5 (10.6)
10 (21.2)
6 (12.7)
8.6 (1.6)
90.1 (9.9)
97.1 (7.2)
7.1 (1.3)

14 (29.7)
2 (4.2)
10 (21.2)
9.1 (1.3)
91.8 (8.2)
99.3 (2.3)
7.8 (1.6)

0.35
0.52
0.148
0.09

compromise the generalisation of the results. Considering
the lack of comparison studies between both techniques,
investigations with high internal validity are evidently
warranted. Third, the causal-effect relationship between
the surgical technique and the main outcomes (data from
Tables 2 and 3) may be questioned given the observational
cross-sectional nature of this study. However, because both

Assessment

C
D
Specific assessmentsc
Lachman test
0
1+
2+
3+
Pivot shift test
0
1+
2+
3+

AMP

0.04

Objective assessments (mean ± SD)
KT-1000 at 134 N (mm)a
KT-1000 manual maximum (mm)a
Mid-quadriceps circumference (mm)b
One leg hop (cm)b
Maximum passive ROMb
Flexion (º)
Extension (º)
IKDCa, n (%)
A
B
TT transtibial drilling technique,
AMP anteromedial portal drilling technique, ROM range of
motion, IKDC International
Knee Documentation Committee, SD standard deviation

TT

TT

AMP

p-value

−0.3±1.2
1.9±1.8
8.5±12.5
6.6±15.61

−0.6±1.3
0.2±1.6
5±13.5
1.9±6.5

0.4
0.002
0.35
0.18

−0.2±3.2
0.2±1.1

−0.3±3.9
0.1±0.3

0.98
0.48
0.009

7 (14.9%)
12 (25.5%)

19 (40.4%)
7 (14.9%)

2 (4.2%)
0 (0%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0.03

11
10
0
0

21
5
0
0
0.02

7
8
2
0

19
5
0
0
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groups were highly homogeneous, discrepancies between
groups can be attributed to differences in surgical technique. Overall, a small sample size may not be considered a
limitation as 47 patients were an adequate sample size to
detect significant differences in main clinical outcomes
(knee stability and IKDC values). Following the same
reasoning, subjective variables (which were not significantly different) may be affected by a small sample size.
The success in ACL reconstruction surgery is mainly
determined by similarities between the graft morphology,
tension, position, and orientation compared to the native
ACL. An anteriorly placed graft in the femur results in an
anterior-posterior instability of the knee [37], whereas a
vertically oriented graft in the coronal plane results in an
increased internal rotation and positive pivot shift sign [34,
46]. It was found that the SB TT technique placed the
femoral tunnel anteriorly and higher in the intercondylar
notch compared to the native femoral ACL insertion site [3,
13, 41]. However, other authors demonstrated that a
posteriorly located graft in the femur can be achieved
through both the SB TT and AMP techniques, partially
restoring anterior-posterior knee stability [18, 35]. A
posterior location using the TT technique may be achievable due to a posterior tibial tunnel, as no independent
drilling may be possible with this technique. A recent
radiographic study concluded that drilling the femoral
tunnel through the AMP resulted in a graft position more
posterior and closer to the anatomical position compared to
the TT technique [13]. It might be argued that the higher
anterior-posterior knee stability values in the AMP group
were explained by a more posterior femoral tunnel.
In the frontal plane, it was found that the drilling of the
femoral tunnel through the AMP technique produced a
more oblique position (towards the lateral cortex of the
lateral femoral condyle) compared to the TT technique [13].
In fact, according to a biomechanical investigation performed by Loh et al. [35], femoral graft placement more
lateral and close to the 10 o’clock position would better
resist rotational loads when compared to the 11 o’clock
position using a SB reconstruction technique [46]. Although Rue et al. demonstrated that a 10:20 position was
achievable with the TT technique [44], most studies report
that only an 11 o’clock position is possible with the TT
drilling, whereas a 10 o’clock position can be achieved
easily with the AMP technique [21, 46]. The results of our
study support the findings of Loh et al. [35], since the AMP
group demonstrated better rotational knee stability values
compared to the TT technique. It must be noted that the
tibial tunnel may not be exactly the same between groups.
Therefore, the existing differences are not purely attributed
to the femoral tunnel position.
In an attempt to improve graft placement, Golish et al.
suggested centering the femoral tunnel into the ACL
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footprints via TT technique with a far medial entry in tibia
[19]. Controversially, several authors concluded that
attempting an anatomical femoral tunnel positioning
through the TT technique would require a starting point
too close to the tibial joint line, resulting in a relatively
short and medial tibial tunnel and a tunnel length-graft
length mismatch. This might compromise the medial
collateral ligament, graft fixation and graft incorporation
and, in many cases, could result in a loss of the femoral
and/or tibial footprints [3, 27, 50]. Therefore, drilling the
femoral tunnel through a low AMP is recommended. It
must be noted that a recent method to independently drill
the femoral tunnel (the retrograde femoral drilling technique) has been reported [48]. This method would not
require knee flexion angles above 100º, thus being
advantageous over the AMP technique.
The advantages that can therefore be attributed to the
AMP technique are: (1) the femoral and tibial tunnels are
placed independently of each other [8, 10, 21, 25]; (2) the
femoral tunnel can be drilled with knee inhyperflexion
reducing the risk of posterior wall blow out [6, 10]; (3) the
femoral tunnel is placed more anatomically on the ACL
femoral insertion site [8, 10, 16, 21, 25]; (4) the AMP
technique allows for easy augmentation by preserving the
remaining ACL fibres [10]; (5) the easy parallel placement
of the interference screw to the bone plug with no lateral
incisions [36]; (6) the tunnel placement is independent of
graft type or tunnel guides [10]; and (7) it is flexible enough
so that SB, double-bundle, and revision procedures may be
easily performed [36]. On the other hand, several limitations do exist when using the AMP technique: (1) the
femoral tunnel needs to be created with 110–120º of knee
flexion to avoid injury to the posterolateral structures and
posterior “blow-out”; (2) visualisation is challenging when
a leg holder is used [50]; (3) several graft fixation
techniques require guide instruments designed for TT
insertion that may not be appropriate for the AMP
technique.
The higher anterior-posterior and rotational knee stability values in the AMP group may explain a faster recovery
time from surgery compared to the TT group. Greater
activity levels after ACL reconstruction with an oblique
femoral tunnel placement were also found by Jensen et al.
[31], who conducted a randomised controlled trial comparing “high tunnel” (1 o'clock position) and “low tunnel” (2
o'clock position) ACL reconstructions. The “low tunnel”
group demonstrated greater activity level and ability to
jump and land compared to the high tunnel group.
Prospective randomised clinical trials comparing the use
of the AMP versus the TT technique for drilling the femoral
tunnel in the BPTB ACL reconstruction are warranted to
better elucidate the clinical implications of varying the
drilling technique of the femoral tunnel.
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